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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

6-28-2019 Today Trump + Salman at Breakfast with their wife's, Tantrums of
Prince Salman confiscating $100 Billion from his Prince family, then having to listen
to Trump tell HIM 'AT BREAKFAST' the Jews want to confiscate $777 Trillion
from him. 

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's Parking in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies! Yes she said. 

Humira, a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. Rx Cure for arthritis at West Point
Medical School... 

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's Parking in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies! Yes she said. 
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6-28-2019 Parking in Saudi Arabia and Qatar is free, part of the Quality of life
that goes with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the parked cars in the USA. "In
Washington DC, where I still live (and Will no longer does), the price of street
parking varies wildly by hour and block. Near his downtown apartment, parking was
particularly nightmarish. If I got lucky and scored a spot nearby, parking cost
$3.50 per hour until 4 p.m., $1.50 per hour until 10 p.m. and then nothing until
morning, when, at 7, hourly rates shot up to $5.50. To me, a 23-year-old working
as a research assistant, that seemed egregious - So egregious Greg wrote this
Quality of Life cost of Parking in 2 different 1984 Nations - will 3 if you count
Qatar which Saudi Arabia does not count. Grin $ Parking at Starbucks to pick up
WiFi because Comcast will not make WiFi free in the USA is another Quality of
life free in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Comcast no free WiFi seems and is egregious
as this was masterminded by the Traffic Jam Masterminds in our government. "The
good news? There’s an app for this (of course) called ParkMobile that lets you feed
the meter from your phone. I discovered the app early on in my days with Will,
before it was presumed that I would spend the night." " For example, if Will kept
sleeping while I lay awake, my staying didn’t seem worth $5.50 an hour. Admitting
this made me feel heartless, especially knowing he would soon move away and our
relationship would end." "Perhaps ours was a sprawling romance that stretched
across years and continents, frequently apart but always reconnecting. This kind of
love had no price." "At that point I was so invested in the possibility of it all, so
busy wondering if what I felt could turn into love, that I would have paid anything
for 24 hours together." Yes she is getting to the good part about life and love in
12 Trillion Galaxies and Soul Mates for 12 Trillion Years driving and parking in
other Galaxies. Yes! A romantic future in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies! So
egregious Greg has to mention we live in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, Yes! 

6-28-2019 Nobel's iMac @ $13,384 Tipu Sultan’s Magic Box owned by the Qatari
royal family! 

iMac @ $13,384 Tipu Sultan’s Magic Box owned by 1 billion women sitting at the
Bar. Not the Law Bar as there are no Lawyers in Star Trek Times, grin. 

iMac @ $13,384 Tipu Sultan’s Magic Box another Disney Movie featuring the iMac! 
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"A Woman Sitting at a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool" 

 

"A Woman Sitting at a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool" Tampa
Electric’s Big Bend Station has four coal-fired units in Apollo Beach, Fla. The New
York Times. NY Times didn't include a cancer map by Google of Tampa. Now could
the Time miss this? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is how. 

6-28-2019 Old Domination is Jimmy Carters Navy not on the "Milky Way Ocean's"

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's Parking in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies! Yes she said. 
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Humira, a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. Rx Cure for arthritis at West Point
Medical School... 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin, Better Yet read this article and win a Nobel for
getting trillions of volts and amps out of a GE Windmill, well a GE Raising the
avermectins production in Streptomyces avermitilis by utilizing nanosecond pulsed
electric fields (nsPEFs) 

6-28-2019 Hypersonic Missiles Headlines in the NY Times instead of 400 Times
Faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

6-28-2019 Resocializing the editors at the Times for socializing in a Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies will be Mission Impossible and a intellectuals AI Movie from
Disney. 

6-28-2019 Hypersonic Missiles Headlines in the NY Times instead of Super
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Conductivity -254 C GE Windmill Turbines on Ford's! Those in charge of the NY
Times @ 1984 wrote up hypersonic missiles are focus of the reactions they might
inspire in others. Hypersonic Breast Cancer is moving faster than the editors at
the NY Times too. By R. JEFFREY SMITH NY Times 

6-28-2019 Hypersonic Boeing 979 flying into orbit for 15 mins landing in Paris! Not
a War Toy Missile from MIT. 

6-28-2019 Again and again the NY Times has to make corrections in its headlines.
"Keyless Car’s Downside Killed Them" No a Keyless Car didn't kill them..." 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ in the Times building censored the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and
kept it off the market so they bought a gas engine Keyless Car that killed them,
will the 1984 White guys killed them by doing this. James D. Livingston and Sherry
H. Penney in 2014. They are among at least three dozen people nationwide, many
of them older car owners, who have died of carbon-monoxide poisoning related to
keyless vehicles.CreditCreditProvided by Susan Livingston" By David Jeans David
Jeans is a war criminal. Since 2006, including seven in the past six months. Dozens
of others have been injured, some left with brain damage. 2007 Ford
WindmillCAR's! Yes the NY Times Editors took this for a test drive. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's for McCain's in Arizona at the Electric Power Plant - Secret
File on the Cover of Greg Book will be mailed to the McCain's and everyone in
Arizona, grin. Regulators in Arizona and Indiana have recently blocked plans for
new gas plants, agreeing with opponents that utilities hadn’t fully considered
alternatives and that large new gas projects could be a risky bet at a time when
clean energy technology is improving fast. Secret File on the Cover of Greg Book if
faster than the speed of light, this leaves Arizona out driving gas engine cars. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin at this NYC Prom, Salk II I don't think so, Ha!!
"The Prom Where the City Councilman Dances the Jennifer Grey Part from ‘Dirty
Dancing.’ And He’s Not Bad." Good enough Prom to make the front page news in
the NY Times, forget Salk II at their Prom. As Voltaire might have said, lounging
at Versailles in an earlier century, it would be the best of all possible worlds.
Masterminds of NYC Proms are kept secret today. 
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6-28-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin iMac Computer Gallery of Apps in New York. If it
is indeed by Caravaggio, the painting would become one of just six by the painter
— out of a total of 69 — in private hands. “I think it was begun by Caravaggio and
finished by another artist,” I think the 8K Cuban MD's writing on the same Nobel
in Medicine on the same page will finish this Nobel, another artistic Time for
Humanity with iMac and 8K Cuban MD's will share a Nobel in Medicine thanks to 1
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin - The painting, “Judith and Holofernes,” depicts a
scene from the Old Testament’s Book of Judith in which a Jewish widow saves her
besieged city by tempting and then beheading an Assyrian general. Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca! Gives her Jewish Cities $777
Trillion in confiscated gas money all illegal. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Postwar An eclectic Pink painting, “Judith and Holofernes,” to
save the life of Iranka from Breast-Ovary Cancer. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Pink Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, where millions of Pink women
were tortured by Trump Salman for Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion, they had
imposed a humiliating surrender upon the French in 1980 with Jimmy Carter Oil
Company and gas engine car. Now, history acted as a mirror of its own, as the
French settled the score, beneath ceiling frescoes that celebrated even older
wars. It would have been difficult to find a room less likely to inspire confidence in
the future. Gravity Engine Car invented in Paris is No Way, Rx Recipe for the Pink
Latte cure for breast cancer in every stage in 8 days no way. Los Alamos is the
Manhattan of this future Bombs. Picture Oppenheimer talking to Jimmy Carter in
Church on Sunday about Gravity and breast cancer, I had brain cancer Jimmy
says. “The Senate must take its medicine,” he said, as if talking to a 5-year-old.
The 5 year old is a member of special Olympics from the Senators Diesel exhaust
car... great expense, in places ranging from Vietnam to Jewish Aliens at Sirius.
Pink Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, where $777 Trillion was spent by Prince Salman,
today or tomorrow Trump and Salman will sit down to a breakfast of bacon and
eggs. His Admiral MD will not insist on Oats and Wheat toast. The egg will have
Pink garnish. Powerless MD remember the class "Dictators and Doctors" at Yale.
Kerry failed to take this class at Yale. At Yale this class will be mandatory for all
not just Medical Students. The Disney Movie "Dr. George Orwell MD." Taylor
Swift ME MD. 
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6-28-2019 Today Trump + Salman at Breakfast, Tantrums of Prince Salman
confiscating $100 Billion from his Prince family, then having to listen to Trump tell
him the Jews want to confiscate $777 Trillion from him. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's Christie’s auctioned “Maharajas & Mughal Magnificence,” a
collection of jewels, daggers and royal portraits curated from the Al Thani
Collection, which is owned by a member of the Qatari royal family. At $109
million, this was the highest total for any auction of Indian art and Mughal
objects, and the second highest for a private jewelry collection. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's iMac @ $13,384 Tipu Sultan’s Magic Box - 8K from India
working on a Nobel in Medicine on iMac's @ $13,384 thanks to the Qatari royal
family War Crimes at Miami, Cuba gas stations from 1980 to 2019. 

6-28-2019 Nobel's iMac @ $13,384 Tipu Sultan’s Magic Box owned by the Qatari
royal family! 

6-28-2019 Traffic Jams masterminded by Trump. How many fiery wrecks? U.S.
Supreme Court to hear Bridgegate appeal. Stunning move keeps alive case that
dogged Christie. Bridget Anne Kelly, the one-time aide to former Gov. Chris
Christie whose “time for some traffic problems” email became a key focal point of
the Bridgegate .. these 2 White Men at 1984 HQ control every traffic light in
Key West, they sit there talking time for some traffic problems... AI traffic
lights article has been censored from the NY Times by these 1984 masters! Today
at Saint Mary Basilica Of The Sea these 2 1984 Masterminds changed the light in
front of the Catholic Church causing 100's to run the light on Truman and Windsor
every day and they watch and count how many bikes and people have to run the
light now they had time for some traffic problems... 

6-28-2019 Gas Engine Cars in Italy killing 100,000 over the years since the 2019
Ford windmillCAR fell off the bridge. The two remaining towers of a highway
bridge in Genoa, Italy, that collapsed last year were demolished. 
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6-28-2019 

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's Parking in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies! Yes she said. 

6-27-2019 Ivermectin + super conductivity again and again in inventing! 

Click here to get trillions of avermectins in production like super cold -254 C
Windmill Turbines!! Click here 

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep25949
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These 4 Girls get accepted into the West Point Medical School along with 1,001
other women! Los Alamos moves the H-Bombs off their assembly lines. Starts up
several IBM Super Computers hires 10,000 more scientists to crunch 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks! This is what will replace West Point. 
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Mohammed Ali Alabbar, the Emirati developer of the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, the
world’s tallest building, cancer war criminal as the Apple Store across the street
looks right at this tallest building. Outside the Apple store the 4 girls looking in at
the iMac's @ $13,384. No donations for these 4 girls, not even from Bill and
Melinda Gates. 

White House Skyscraper will be the world's tallest building... after the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is Driven to the USA. 

6-27-2019 Fate of New York’s Skyline Is Changing to Give the Wealthy a Better
View 

6-27-2019 Fate of Key West Skyline Is Going to Change to Look Like NYC to Give
the Wealthy a Better View of Heaven, Hell, 12 Trillion Galaxies, 5 Billion People on
Earth ripe for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 
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6-27-2019 Fate, EEG those with the hidden brain activation had a better
prognosis, many neurologists believe that the field is on the verge of Amazon 1
Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects for EEG super computer simulations with
specs and genius tutors. This is not found at Books and Books Key West. Using
specialized computer analysis of routine EEG recordings from the skull. The new
study, published Wednesday in the New England Journal of Medicine. New iMac
apps for this specialized computer analysis as none of the MD in this Journal
article today has a iMac with 18 core CPU. Number of Doctors who have an iMac
on their desk at the Hospital are zero - brain dead as they cost $13,384 before
you buy the EEG app that cost more than the iMac. 

6-27-2019 Fate, Brain Surgery so they can see Sirius! 

6-27-2019 "Would You Pay $30 a Month to Check Your Email?" One of Silicon
Valley’s buzziest start-ups, Superhuman, is betting its app’s shiny features are
worth a premium price. 

6-27-2019 Invention Projects Email and Text to those Superhuman Nobel Prize
start-ups like better than trying to get into Yale or West Point. 
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6-27-2019 Nobel Prize Winners have Suffered Setbacks since Jimmy Cater's
Peace Prize bought a fleet of Nuke Subs for $13 Trillion dollars... 

6-27-2019 Nobel's in Medicine bacteria, which cause diseases like scarlet fever
and strep throat, are often carried harmlessly on the skin, and spread easily
between people through contact. Infections are usually mild, but they can turn
life-threatening if they enter the bloodstream. Those with immune systems that
are compromised by old age or illness are at particular risk. 

6-27-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin, which was discovered in Streptomyces avermitilis
bacteria in 1975, is a powerful drug that kills many types of parasitic worms.
Because ivermectin lingers in the blood, it also kills insects that bite humans,
including mosquitoes, lice and mites. Its inventors shared the 2015 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine. It works by causing the parasite's cell membrane to
increase in permeability, resulting in paralysis and death. Link a super computer
simulation here, grin. Click Here! 

6-27-2019 Nobel's Ivermectin, Better Yet read this article and win a Nobel for
getting trillions of volts and amps out of a GE Windmill, well a GE Raising the
avermectins production in Streptomyces avermitilis by utilizing nanosecond pulsed
electric fields (nsPEFs) 

6-27-2019 Ivermectin + super conductivity again and again in inventing! 
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Click here to get trillions of avermectins in production like super cold -254 C
Windmill Turbines!! Click here 

6-27-2019 Nobel's Bed Bug Bites were not mentioned in this article... Bedbugs:
There is tentative evidence that ivermectin kills bedbugs, as part of integrated
pest management for bedbug infestations.[38][39][40] Such use however may
required a prolonged course of treatment which is of unclear safety.[41] 

6-27-2019 Nobel's Bill and Melinda Gate's lost their Nobel in Medicine for
Malaria-bearing mosquitos, such as Anopheles gambiae: Mass drug administration of
a population with ivermectin for purposes of treating/preventing nematode
infestation is effective for eliminating malaria-bearing mosquitos and thereby
reducing infection with residual malaria parasites.[42] By DONALD G. MCNEIL JR.

6-27-2019 Russian Oil Wealth beyond belief at $777 Trillion, did Putin tell the
Kids? Russian teenagers are not fans of Putin — and now they’re almost old enough
to vote for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Moscow. Some of these teens in
Moscow are Jewish and know the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR driven into Mecca will put
an end to Allah and God is Great for giving us $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue. Yes
they know Jimmy Carter gave them $777 Trillion, grin. Saudi efforts to stay close
to Mr. Trump’s White House have been undeniably successful. However, the
kingdom may come to regret betting everything on a presidency that appears more
representative of the uglier aspects of America’s past than its future. In the
coming years, the regime risks finding itself running out of cash, out of friends and
out of time. By David Wearing (@davidwearing) is a specialist on British-Gulf
relations and the author of “AngloArabia: Why Gulf Wealth Matters to Britain.”
Russian Oil Wealth beyond belief at $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and the Swiss
know about WW II War Crimes. Burn Units were not front page in the NY Times
today, bug that bite Nobel Winners for Scabies. Burned in fiery wrecks in Moscow
- F-35 Radar on WindmillCAR's in Moscow driving to Saint Petersburg. GPS
tracking of drivers and drunk drivers with an iPhone Dash Cam in Russian Cars.

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep25949
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Ford said it would cut about a fifth of its European work force and shut down five
plants there. 

6-27-2019 Moscow traffic exhaust article to go along with this one on cooking
burger's and Trump Steaks in Moscow. “Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are
formed when any kind of organic matter,” primarily fat that drips off meat and
down into the grill grates, “gets burned, because the carbon inside is being
combusted in the flames, and those hydrocarbons get carried up in the smoke,”
said Rashmi Sinha, senior investigator in the Division of Cancer Epidemiology and
Genetics at the National Cancer Institute. The resulting smoke can envelop the
meat and coat it in the potentially carcinogenic compounds. 

6-27-2019 As with most lifestyle choices related to dialing up or down one’s
cancer risk, the dose makes the poison. Putin has cancer headlines, and the cancer
is linked to car exhaust! by Sophie Egan 

6-27-2019 Smoke, Bill and Melinda Gates are shipping wood burning stoves to
Africa today. 5. Be mindful of the smoke itself - Try to minimize how much smoke
you’re breathing in, the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health recommends as
part of a helpful resource on healthy summer picnic practices. Bill and Melinda
Gates own a second home In Dubai!! - House Hunting in … United Arab Emirates. In
Dubai, a flurry of new development is rising to meet demand and stabilizing a
volatile market. 40K Trump Towers are in the background picture from the home
for sale. Half will catch on fire from the insulation used in the siding. Half of all
car wrecks burst into flames in the USA and rest of the world too. Yet the NY
Times wrote up bug bites and a Rx cure by Nobel Winners today not Burn Units
and a new Nobel for 'Burns'. They the Times said Scabies will drive you crazy just
think about the millions since Jimmy Carter sold out to gas engine cars the burns
they have. And no 1981 Nobel winner for a miracle cure to cut the pain of burns
from fiery wrecks. Will the Supreme court let them sue BP Oil for burns? 
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6-27-2019 Who Gets to Sit on the Supreme Court? MD Grads of the Yale Key
West Medical School who all own a Ford Gravity Engine Car, grin! Hurricane's and
Tornado's will be Law of Physics History and have many Nobel Prize Winners. 

6-27-2019 

 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" "Barns and Noble" rest with the West Point
Medical School Generals. Plagues of London and Paris kill millions in 2019, this is
kept secret for the most part in the NY Times Headlines! 
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"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool" 

 

"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool" 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 at the
West Point Medical School for the NY Times Art of the Diagnosis like Dr. Lisa
Sanders writes and articles for the New England Journal of Medicine and Super
Computer Simulations 1,001 of them on Kindles. Books and Books on Cardiac Arrest
will keep this London and Paris Plague killing people for centuries. FBI agents
murdered by Cardiac Arrest will arrest these criminals who stifled a miracle Salk
II cure playing war games in Baghdad and Korea. Massive War Games many times a
year for decades as FBI agents were murdered by cardiac arrest. 

FBI agents were murdered by cardiac arrest because 100's of these super
computers were watching the weather... 
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6-26-2019 Fate of "iMac Computer Lab's" JERUSALEM — Russians and Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel pressed for ridding Syria of all foreign
forces, in particular Iranians and their proxies across Israel’s northern frontier. 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" An immediate breakthrough on Syria or any
other issue was unlikely even Jewish Exodus to Sirius and Rx Pink Recipe for
Starbucks pink latte cure for breast cancer. “We didn’t come with the expectation
we were going to cure Pink Cancers, or even Jewish Exodus we need the Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion,” said John R. Bolton. 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" Starbucks, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen and
Afghanistan millions of Breast-ovary cancer are tortured worst than the CIA
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torture of 9/11 prisoners. Putin said that Moscow and Tehran were cooperating in
the fight against terrorism. This is not Breast Cancer Putin Said but War. “We
have a mutual possibility to influence each others to keep the war going in Syria.
Netanyahu said Israel had “acted hundreds of times” to prevent Iranian military
entrenchment in Syria and the transfer of weapons, a reference to Israeli
airstrikes in Syria carried out clandestinely. Netanyahu said Israel women were put
to death via cancers and other diseases wasting his time on the Syria war.
American, Israeli and Russian interests in Syria still fundamentally differ. 2019
Ford WindmillCAR needs to be driven into Syria. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Joyrides, in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR cross country in
Russia, China, India, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen and Afghanistan millions wait for the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ to finish reading George Orwell's Down and Out in Paris
and London. London Plagues just Cardiac Arrest will murder 100's in London today. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Jewish Exodus to Sirius and Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks
Pink Latte, brainchild of a team led by Jared Kushner, President Trump’s son-in-
law and senior adviser, the two-day “Peace to Prosperity Workshop” Kushner “It’s
got $27 billion for the Palestinians but no $7 Trillion for the Pink Los Alamos
Manhattan Project to cure Breast-Ovary Cancer. Ivanka will die a tortured death
from breast cancer... Mohammed Ali Alabbar, the Emirati developer of the Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, the world’s tallest building, cancer war criminal as the Apple
Store across the street looks right at this tallest building. Outside the Apple store
the 4 girls looking in at the iMac's @ $13,384. No donations for these 4 girls, not
even from Bill and Melinda Gates. Kushner, increasing the supply of electricity or
drinking water in Gaza not iMac's. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Key West News Paper 'Citizens Voice' comments are light
years from art of the diagnosis on Hemingway's Nobel Novels and no one ever ask
for a 24/7 Hemingway House Writing Class, the Hemingway House Cats are a
Federal Crime Pending for years now and no comments on writing instead of drinking
in a Duval bar. “Ever notice that people who work hard never talk about how hard


